FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Wilwood introduces new Reverse Mount Swing 6:1 Single Pedal Assembly

Camarillo, CA • October, 2014
Wilwood’s new Reverse Mount Swing Pedal Assembly, part number 340-13574 can be used as a clutch or brake pedal. Pedal features a lightweight aluminum frame with a super strong I-beam design forged aluminum pedal, and a laterally adjustable, non-slip waffled foot pad.

Assembly features 6:1 pedal ratio to suit your mounting and leverage requirements while positioning the master cylinder inside the firewall away from engine heat. High strength computer design yields a lightweight unit at just 1.70 pounds. Coated in Wilwood’s proprietary black e-coat for a long lasting durable finish.

The pedal directly accepts all Wilwood single or dual outlet vertical flange master cylinders which are sold separately.

M.S.R.P. begins at $96.39.

Wilwood has been expertly designing and manufacturing high-performance disc brakes in the USA since 1977. Engineered and rigorously tested for the track, Wilwood brake components provide unsurpassed quality and performance with sleek, lightweight designs. Wilwood has dominated the motorsports arena for decades, making their street market brakes among the most technologically advanced around.
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